
Dr Cesar Parra Celebrates Positive 2013
Performance from Piaffe Performance Team

Dr Cesar Parra was a US National
Champion at the Intermediate 1 level.
Dr Cesar Parra has trained for many
years to attain the many accolades
he's gotten in equestrian sports. He
hopes to inspire others to love the
sport as much as he does.

Dr Cesar Parra speaks about the many different successes
that his team has experienced.

WHITEHOUSE STATION, NJ, USA, July 9, 2014
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Dr Cesar Parra and his team at Piaffe
Performance enjoyed a spectacular year in 2013. Much
success was had, and Dr Cesar Parra couldn't be happier
with the results that his experienced team gained in many
different competitions.

"I couldn't be prouder of the hard work that everybody put
in," Dr Cesar Parra is quoted as saying. "It was truly an
enjoyable and fruitful year for all. I believe that both the
riders and the horses have much to feel good about from
the results of 2013."

Dr Cesar Parra and Van the Man, and both placed
extremely well at the Nations Cup. While Van and Dr Cesar
Parra had not shown in the freestyle before, they managed
to win the Grand Prix freestyle with 74.3%, and they also brought home Individual and Team Silver.

"It was truly a remarkable year for Van," Dr Cesar Parra remarked. "He is finally growing into the
horse that I always thought he would be. I have to offer my thanks to the Davis Family for their
unwavering belief in us as a team."

One of the other trainers at Piaffe Performance, Katie, enjoyed a fantastic season with Beethoven and
Kingston, both horses from Apex Stables. She also debuted a young horse named Leo at the young
horse Grand Prix.

"Katie is one of the best trainers I have on staff," Dr Cesar Parra says. "She is excellent when up in
the saddle, and also a fantastic coach on the ground for others."

A number of other riders also experienced incredible success in 2013. Nadine performed incredibly
well with the five-year-olds Fantasy and Fashion Designer, and she should perform well at the young
horse championships either in the US or abroad. Carlos and Karen Blank's Klouseau performed
excellently, managing to hold fifth-place at the Nations Cup despite incredibly stiff competition.

"It's not easy to rank highly among so many other world-class horses and trainers," Dr Cesar Parra
says. "It takes a lot of work and time to prepare adequately for this kind of showing. I couldn't be
prouder of my team and the results they brought home."

Bebe Davis performed with horse Rotano in the pony division and debuted in the CDI Junior Division.
They managed to win the CDI division, and the partnership looks extremely fruitful. Nicholas Torres,
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riding Silver Label, managed to score over 71% showing PSG and Inter 1.  

"There have been many extreme successes this year at our stable," Dr Cesar Parra continued. "It's a
true showing of the dedication and ability that people who work with us at Piaffe Performance have to
offer."

It's not just Dr Cesar Parra who is extremely excited about the results that the Piaffe Performance
team was able to garner in 2013.

"We couldn't be more pleased with the results," one of the other trainers who work at Piaffe
Performance was quoted as saying, "It's a real treat to work with Dr Cesar Parra. He's an excellent
role model, has a flawless record of success, and also truly loves horses. While all of our riders and
horses are extremely talented, we owe a big tip of our hat to Dr Cesar Parra."

About: Dr Cesar Parra lives in New Jersey.
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